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INTRODUCTION
People created cities around infrastructure that connected them to markets or raw materials. Cities
grew through being able to connect to more markets, and to attract and accommodate people with
diverse capabilities. This enabled cities to increase and diversify production (via industrialisation) and
services (starting with public services such as courts, and eventually expanding into the knowledge
economy), and to introduce new forms of connectivity (such as air transport and fibre). Having a
diversity of people and products available in proximity generates spaces of creativity and innovation,
and results in the “urban dividend” (SACN, 2016).
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Production happens not only in the city, but also of the city. As cities grow, their food systems and
housing, transport, security, cleaning, health and energy needs grow – and the networks required to
supply these needs become economies of production in and of themselves. ‘Productivity’ relies on
complementary inputs, some of which are movable (such as raw materials, machinery and, to a certain
extent, labour), while others cannot be moved easily from place to place (such as infrastructure, rules
and specialised know-how). It is the existence of these complementary inputs that enable or constrain
productivity and contribute to a city’s relative productivity, especially spatial pockets of productivity.
South Africa starts from a base of extreme inequality and has one of the highest Gini coefficients
in the world due to a history of colonisation and apartheid, followed by a combination of state
underperformance and inequities in the gains of development since 1994 (Fourie, 2021). As a result,
despite improvements in service delivery, cities are characterised by parts of their economies that
perform well (but are under constant stress and threat of crisis) and parts that are under-developed,
informal and even ‘survivalist’, and pushed to the outskirts.
Many people remained excluded from the economies and formal services of their cities, leading to
increasing poverty, unemployment, overcrowding, pressure on infrastructure and municipal resources,
and social tension. Within cities, disparities exist between rich and poor and between suburbs, with the
consequence that “if all voices are not represented [...] minorities can sway policies to the detriment of
those excluded” (ibid: 118). This does not align with imagery of a vibrant, productive city that attracts
talent to its hub of connectivity to increase innovation and production. Cities are struggling within a
broader context of slow economic growth, and baseline economic, social and spatial asymmetries,
which have been worsened by the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Warnings that the poorest
and most vulnerable are hit the hardest in times of crisis have proven true, deepening the ‘inclusion’
challenge moving forward.
This chapter has two main objectives. Firstly, it aims to highlight the importance of improving the
collective understanding of city economies, which is essential for informing inclusionary economic
development and growth, and to contribute to this understanding by providing key insights into the
current state of urban economies (largely from an inclusionary perspective). Secondly, it attempts to
show what economic levers are available to cities to address economic constraints, especially related
to informal and township trade and direct employment, and to illustrate the need for multiple actors to
collaborate through cooperative structures around these levers. In concluding, the chapter offers some
related lessons and recommendations.
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Governance and inclusive economic development
Governments that are “accountable to their citizens are more stable, which in turn means they
are more likely to attract investment and generate long term economic growth” (FCDO, 2006: 19).
Therefore, the way in which a government interacts with its citizens either enables or disables its
economic endeavours. South Africa’s legislation and policy recognises the importance of partnerships
for economic and social development, which is a key objective of local government (Figure 1). From
the White Paper on Local Government in 1998, to the National Development Plan (NDP) in 2012 and
the Integrated Urban Development Framework (IUDF) in 2016 (COGTA, 2016), local government is
recognised as being closest to the communities and the most participatory sphere of government.
The NDP notes that “participation is critical for democratising governance processes and ensuring
local government remains responsive to its citizens” (NPC, 2012: 437), while the IUDF states that the
functioning of local government ought to have a governance focus involving all-of-society.

FIGURE 1: Local government is designed to function as a partnership

COOPERATIVE
GOVERNANCE
Whole-of-government
approach

THE COMMUNITY OF
THE MUNICIPALITY

PARTICIPATORY
GOVERNANCE
All-of-society
approach

Municipal Systems Act,
2000, 2( b):
A municipality consists of the
political structures and administration of the
municipality and the community of the municipality

POLITICAL
STRUCTURES

ADMINISTRATION

LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA IS DESIGNED TO FUNCTION AS A PARTNERSHIP
Source: Adapted from EDP (unpublished).

South Africa’s economic policy has shifted from the “growth and redistribution” discourse of the Growth,
Employment and Redistribution (GEAR1) policy in 1996, to “inclusive development” and “inclusive
growth”, as reflected in the NDP and the IUDF Lever 6. This was a consequence of periods of “jobless
growth”, where economic growth (i.e., growth in production) did not result in a significant reduction in
unemployment. The District Development Model (DDM) reiterates the need for a pivot to inclusive growth,
in its coupling of social and economic development and promoting the (re)development of an economic
structure that ensures all people are included, and inequality is reduced. Cooperative governance is seen
as a critical enabler of inclusive economic growth in the NDP, IUDF and DDM. For example, the DDM
prioritises economic development and puts forward a practical intergovernmental relations mechanism
for “one district plans”, supported by cross-referenced budgetary allocations (Cawe, 2021) anchoring
its success on the ability of multiple actors to engage collaboratively in pursuit of a common objective.

1
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Productive cities and inequality
Productive cities are cities in which “the local economy [is able to] provide the majority of residents
with the opportunities to make a reasonable living” (SACN, 2018: 14). In this regard, a crucial part of
inclusion is having “the opportunity to participate in and enjoy the benefits of economic growth”.2 This
is far more than redistribution (i.e., growth that is taxed and then shared). Inclusion is about direct
participation in increasing productivity (Hausmann, 2015) – essentially, it is about playing an active
role in the production process or owning the production process. In an inclusive economy, prosperity
is broadly shared, opportunities are available for all people, and people are able to realise positive
outcomes in education, employment, health and overall wellbeing especially “those facing the greatest
barriers to independently advancing their well-being”.3

2

Increased productivity without inclusion leads to inequality replicating within and between people,
firms and places (Figure 2). For example, engaging with the city or navigating the many city processes
is easier for organised or professionalised community and business groups than for individuals or
small businesses. These processes, relating to incentives, development and permit applications, or
licensing regimes, can be complex and time-consuming. The result is unsustainable levels of inequality,
redistributive burdens, and inefficient spatial forms.

FIGURE 2: How inequality replicates, despite increases in productivity
SOCIETAL IMPACTS

PRODUCTIVITY GAINS NOT DISTRIBUTED
EQUALLY AMONG ALL WORKERS

Unfair practices (e.g., racial/gender wage gaps)
Structural imbalances (productivity gains for sectors with
high internal wage inequality; ‘team surplus’ accrued to
senior structures or holding structures)

PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES SEEN ONLY IN
CERTAIN FIRMS

Can be deliberate (targeted sectors, or targeting SMMEs)
or structural (monopolies/duopolies; strength of certain
cooperative value chains; e.g., in South Africa’s food
retail sector)

PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES SEEN ONLY IN
CERTAIN SUB-PLACES OF CITIES

Can be deliberate (targeted areas) or structural (historical
layouts, and institutional mechanisms of private and
public real-estate planning that accrue capital to ‘highest
returns’ and/or low-risk areas)

Productivity increases
representing GDP and tax
growth and/or increasing
Gini coefficient

Low competition (implications
for innovation, pricing),
antagonism and barriers to
entry for new entrepreneurs

‘Tax’ of low-income workers
through high transport costs,
low wealth-generation potential
from residential property and
municipal inefficiencies
(spatial costs of services)

Source: Author’s own, inspired by Hausmann (2015) and Bradlow (2021)

2
3

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/inclusive-cities
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/blog/five-characteristics-inclusive-economy-getting-beyond-equity-growth-dichotomy/
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To address inequalities in the distribution of the benefits of productivity, cities need to ensure that
people are connected to skills, production inputs, networks and rights that make them productive. If
the mechanisms of inequality are not addressed, the benefits of productivity may reinforce patterns
of social inequality, leaving just the policy options for re-distribution (essentially, compensation for
structural exclusion) and responses to the societal impacts of inequity.
South African cities are characterised by deeply entrenched structural and spatial inequality, which
makes achieving both growth and inclusion very urgent and requires better governance. Local
governments are able to shape how their respective economies develop through participatory
engagements when developing strategies and plans (e.g., integrated development plans).

Collaborating to understand city economies
The creation of more inclusive city economies requires developing contextual and evidence-based
interventions. However, there is a lack of knowledge and understanding of city economies and their
current state.
Cities (including economic actors) need robust data to be able to “successfully target spatial economic
development interventions and infrastructure investments”, but there is scant spatialised and sectorspecific economic data at a city level (SACN, 2016: 91). Improving economic intelligence at a metro level
remains a challenge, especially for understanding certain parts of the economy, such as the informal
sector. City economic analysis units need to understand economic actors and their interactions and
influence at a city level (Figure 3).

FIGURE 3: Economic actors in cities
People influence
the local economy
through their skills
and education
levels; and through
their ability and
willingness to work
to pay for goods
and services,
and to travel for
opportunities.

THE PUBLIC SECTOR
Its expenditure has economic
returns and influences the spatial,
social and structural elements
of local production and labour
systems (Cawe, 2021)

HOUSEHOLDS
Income from enterprises and grants
Expenditure for goods and
services from enterprises,
as well as taxes, savings
and remittances
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ENTERPRISES (FIRMS, SMALL
BUSINESSES, INFORMAL
BUSINESSES)
Some more dominant than others
All add value and produce different
types of goods and services
(for local/national/global
markets)

URBAN LAND MARKETS
Real estate/construction
are economic sectors.
The spatial allocation
of resources has an
implication for inclusion in
production. Development
applications trigger
in part the municipal
infrastructure and services
budget, while some
mechanisms influence
the performance of
the urban land market:
rates incentives (e.g.,
eThekwini’s incentives
policy); national Urban
Development Zone (UDZ)
incentives; Special Rating
Area allowing an additional
spatially ringfenced levy
(Bradlow, 2021).

Collaboration is required across government spheres and between the public and private sectors
because the data and information held by these actors are distributed across different national,
provincial and private entities. Collaborating, to share data, deepen analytical capabilities and
arrive at sharper diagnoses, has been a slow process but is occurring. For example:
• The City Support Programme (CSP), which was almost a decade in the making and
emerged from the Economies of Regions Learning Network, works with the South
African Revenue Service (SARS), metros and academics to better understand spatialised
economic anonymised tax data.
• The South African Cities Network (SACN) research programmes and the South African
Open Data Almanac (SCODA) provides access to several metro-level indicators.
• Metro-led innovations include the Durban EDGE Open Data Portal, which is eThekwini
Municipality’s platform providing cutting-edge economic intelligence and insight.
• Topic-specific research collaborations between established research organisations4 and
capacity-building and knowledge networks, such as the CSP, SACN and eThekwini’s
Municipal Institute of Learning (MILE), often draw on new data sources, such as satellite
imagery, mobile phone data and civic data.
Partnerships,
with established civic organisations and researchers5 and countless
•
grassroots community organisations, for community-led data collection aim to understand
better the informal economy, the township economy, and the urban land market (including
backyard rentals and informal land markets and ‘micro-developers’).

2

Such collaboration is crucial to creating an urban economic data ecosystem that is transparent,
accessible and encourages improved data analytics capability. When the economy of cities is
better understood, economic actors are better capacitated to make meaningful contributions.
For example, National Treasury’s CSP provides city spatialised economic data, which enables
the economic activities (business start-up, growth and closure, turnover and employment)
to be understood at sub-place and sectoral levels. As a result, economic actors are able to
understand what is happening at a sub-place level. For example, in areas such as Devland
(between Soweto and Diepsloot), Babelegi (in Tshwane), Jacobs (in eThekwini) and Wadeville (in
Ekurhuleni), crime, corruption, red tape and reliability of services were reported as constraints
for businesses.6 Therefore, interventions that relate to creating an enabling environment for
SMME development need to focus on strategies that address crime and corruption.

4
5
6

For example, the Gauteng City Region Observatory (GCRO), the Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) and the Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research (CSIR)
For example, Sustainable Livelihoods Foundation (SLF), Centre for Affordable Housing Finance (CAHF), Isandla Institute, Violence Prevention
through Urban Upgrade (VPUU), International Budget Partnership South Africa (IBPSA)
In Devland, 37% of the respondents considered crime incidence (robberies, violent crime and employee theft) as very high, while 59% reported
corruption working with the city as a key constraint.
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CURRENT STATE OF CITY ECONOMIES
Cities are drivers of inclusive economic growth, and so understanding the current state of their
economies provides clarity about the focus areas for interventions and clues to which steps
could be taken to advance inclusive economic growth. This chapter provides an overview of the
state of the economy in cities, in particular Cape Town, Ekurhuleni, eThekwini, Johannesburg,
Nelson Mandela Bay and Tshwane.
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected supply, demand and productivity across the world, and
cost the global economy an estimated 4.5% of gross domestic product (GDP) in 2020 alone.7
Between 2016 and 2020, South Africa’s GDP grew by an average of 0.8% per year, or 0.6%
if 2020 with the impact of COVID-19 is excluded. It is estimated that South Africa’s GDP lost
about 5% as a result of COVID-19, with the most severe employment losses felt among lower
income workers in service sectors and women employed in various sectors, including care work
and informal work (Spaull et al., 2021). In July 2021, the unrest in two of the country’s major
economic regions, Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) compounded the impact of COVID-19
(and existing unstable public transport and energy supplies) and caused damage to key
economic infrastructure and supply chains, and to about 50 000 informal enterprises.8

Economic activity
Cities are key drivers of productivity within the South African economy. Nine cities contribute
almost two-thirds of South Africa’s GDP and over half of national employment (SACN, 2016).
The country’s powerhouse is the Gauteng region whose three metros (Johannesburg, Tshwane
and Ekurhuleni) account for a third (30.4%) of national gross value added (GVA), while Cape
Town (9.7%) and eThekwini (8.8%) continue to be significant urban economic drivers. Buffalo
City, Mangaung, Msunduzi and Nelson Mandela Bay play a more important role in their regional
spaces and each contributes between 1.3% and 2.9% of South Africa’s output.
The performance of the national economy affects city economies, as a low-growth environment
makes it difficult for cities to attract investment or to be prescriptive about directing the market
to achieve specific inclusion or spatial outcomes. The assumption here is that additional growth
cannot be generated by working from the bottom-up and building capabilities, know-how and
infrastructure to address constraints to productivity among the low-skilled labour force.9

7
8
9
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https://www.statista.com/topics/6139/covid-19-impact-on-the-global-economy/
Williams G. ‘Counting the cost of chaos’, Finweek, 20 August 2021. https://www.pressreader.com/south-africa/finweek-english-editi
on/20210820/282218013866397
Levy B. ‘South Africa’s way forward: abandon old ideas, embrace bold experimentation’, The Conversation, 4 August 2021. https://
theconversation.com/south-africas-way-forward-abandon-old-ideas-embrace-bold-experimentation-165539
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Economic growth, as measured by GVA, varies across cities. Between 2016 and 2020, all experienced
‘sluggish’ growth not dissimilar from that of the national economy.10
• Msunduzi averaged the highest growth, at an annual average of 1.1%.
• Cape Town, Joburg, Ekurhuleni and Mangaung all averaged an annual growth of 0.8%.
• In 2019, two metros, Nelson Mandela Bay and eThekwini, were already experiencing negative
growth (pre-COVID-19) at -0.3% and -0.9% respectively.

Economic structure
Between 2007 and 2015, all cities have experienced a structural change in their local economies. Each
city has a distinct industrial mix and is affected differently by sectoral or national changes, but some
common trends emerge.
• Deindustrialisation, with a large contraction in blue-collar jobs, will have a devastating effect on
cities, “such as Nelson Mandela Bay, Ekurhuleni and eThekwini, that have traditionally relied
upon their manufacturing jobs” (Visagie & Turok, 2020: 19). Challenges will be reskilling bluecollared workers and regaining lost managerial, shopfloor and team know-how.
• A growing tertiary sector, which includes finance and business services (especially in
Johannesburg, Cape Town and Tshwane) and low value-adding services, such as private
security, cleaning and labour broking, are driving growth in the sector (Visagie & Turok, 2020).
• There was a decline in the percentage of export-oriented firms between 2013 and 2017, which
may be related to relative growth in other sectors, or market failures due to lack of access to
enough information or connectivity to global markets (CSP, 2021).
• Cities that are part of a functional economic region continue to benefit from the spillover effects
of agglomeration and inter-firm interactions across neighbouring municipal boundaries. Gauteng
and KZN benefit from strong agglomeration advantages (Amusa et al., 2019).

2

The distinctive features (pre-COVID-19) of the largest six cities are provided on page 106 and drawn
from various sources (Visagie & Turok, 2020; Amusa et al., 2019; Figueroa et al., 2018).

10 IHS Global Insight. 2020. Gross Value Add by municipality. Accessed via SCODA
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City profiles
CITY OF CAPE TOWN

CITY OF JOHANNESBURG

IN BRIEF: D
 iversified economy with reliance on
tourism and relatively low agglomeration
advantages

IN BRIEF: Economy skewed towards finance
and selected business services

Tourism (local and international), commercial
agriculture and related agri-processing
Services, i.e., middle-level professional services
(e.g., accounting, legal), low-value services
(e.g., private security, labour brokering) and,
to a lesser extent, the IT industry
Decline in manufacturing industry, with firms
closing and entire sectors being lost. Between
2013 and 2017, the city saw a decline in the
number of small businesses but a growth in
large firms.

CITY OF EKURHULENI
IN BRIEF: Struggling economy

South Africa’s financial and business centre
Finance and middle-level professional
services, as well as low-value services such
as private security
Decline in retail, entertainment, and tourism
industries. Despite significant focus on
township development, the city has seen a
decline in the number of firms in places such
as Soweto and Diepsloot, including exportfocused businesses in Soweto Industrial

NELSON MANDELA BAY
METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY
IN BRIEF: Economy based around declining
industries

Airport logistics and services
South Africa’s automobile manufacturing hub
Airport and related logistics, engineeringrelated services, as well as professional
business services
Decline in manufacturing (minerals and
electronics) and retail

eTHEKWINI METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY
IN BRIEF: E
 conomy based around transport
Seaport and transport corridor to landlocked
Gauteng
Road and rail transportation, low-skilled
services (private security)
Decline or stagnation in manufacturing
sector, most trade-related sectors and the
construction industry
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Cleaning services and general business
services
Decline in manufacturing industries,
including automotive sector

CITY OF TSHWANE
IN BRIEF: Fairly recession-proof economy
South Africa’s political centre

Retail, construction, utilities, postal services
and hotels/restaurants
Decline in retail, entertainment and tourism
industries because of low demand

2

Employment and unemployment
People move to cities to find work, and so, unsurprisingly,
the largest workforces are found in the major cities of
Johannesburg, Cape Town, Ekurhuleni, Tshwane and
eThekwini. Between 2015 and 2020, growth in employment
was slow across all cities, but no city recorded a net loss
in jobs. Indeed, during this period, net jobs increased
by 7.9% in Cape Town (114 640 new jobs) and 7.2% in
eThekwini (80 264 new jobs). However, between Q1 2020
and Q2 2021, over half a million (691 000) jobs were lost
across the cities, excluding Msunduzi (Stats SA, 2021),
with most losses in Gauteng (225 000 in Johannesburg,
123 000 in Ekurhuleni and 105 000 in Tshwane), Cape
Town (111 000) and eThekwini (71 000 – before the unrest
of July 2021).
Since 2015, the expanded unemployment rate11 has
increased in all cities (Table 1), but especially since 2020,
due to the impact of COVID-19 on the economy. Mangaung
was the only city to show a decline in unemployment
between 2020 and 2021.

TABLE 1: Unemployment rate (2015–2021)
CITY

2015

2020

2021 (Q1)

Buffalo City

30.1%

32.0%

33.2%

Cape Town

24.7%

25.1%

29.6%

Ekurhuleni

35.3%

37.6%

40.3%

eThekwini

28.5%

30.8%

34.9%

Johannesburg

29.7%

35.1%

41.8%

Mangaung

35.6%

39.5%

38.2%

Nelson Mandela Bay

33.1%

36.5%

39.3%

Tshwane

33.0%

35.1%

40.3%
Source: Stats SA

GENDER WAGE GAPS
All metros, except for Mangaung,
show gender wage gaps. In the
metros, full-time employed women
earn on average 78% of the mean
income of full-time employed men.
More analysis is needed, but this
gap may be because of different
opportunities, and/or differences
in salaries for equal work.
Female-headed households are
also more likely to be larger and
have no access to the internet and
computers. Focusing on the earning
potential of women may become
an important socioeconomic
intervention strategy for city
development and intergenerational
economic mobility.

11 Expanded unemployment rate includes people who have stopped looking for work
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ECONOMIC LEVERS FOR
INCLUSIVE ECONOMIC GROWTH
A city’s ambition for inclusive economic growth may have various
dimensions. Cities offer different types of interventions in their economic
strategies and locate the ‘function’ of economic development differently
within their institutions. This reveals the level of maturity in their thinking
about how to achieve the ‘outcome’ of inclusive economic development.
Generally, many cities have shifted their focus from local economic
development (LED) projects to enabling economic growth through
improving the business environment – including informal and township
economies – and addressing unemployment.
Cities have levers at their disposal that could catalyse inclusive economic
growth. These include levers that address constraints relating to the
following:
• Information and brokering relationships (collaborating with agencies,
provincial authorities and national counterparts, relying heavily on
strong interpersonal relationships and clear distinctions of roles).
• Internal geography (land-use planning and land-use rights, and to
some extent transport).
• Infrastructure and city services (with some dependencies on other
spheres of government and state-owned enterprises).
These levers are generally within the ambit and control of local government
and can be leveraged to realise inclusive economic growth aspirations.
The following are brief examples of such levers.

Special economic zones (SEZs) are
tools used by the South African
government for driving industrial
and economic development. Cluster
industries from a particular sector
locate themselves in these
geographically designated areas to
reap the benefits of scale and
co-location. SEZs are governed by
the SEZ Act (No.16 of 2014) and
are supported by a range of
incentives aimed at attracting
foreign and local investment.
(https://atlantissez.com/
community/faq)
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Information and brokering relationships
Collaborations (as well as information and data sharing) across various
economic actors remain critical to inclusive economic growth. Relations
across the various government spheres, the private sector and the
rest of society have significant impact on the business environment.
The success of initiatives such as public employment programmes
(PEPs) highlight what is possible when various actors collaborate
towards a common vision. PEPs are generally designed and financed
by national government and implemented by local government in
projects undertaken in collaboration with the private sector or nongovernmental organisations (NGOs). PEPs have a temporary lifespan,
and so a conducive business environment creates opportunities to
absorb individuals who have participated in PEPs.

Improving the business environment
Improving the business environment includes incentivising specific locations, investing in infrastructure
and services, and supporting businesses, both formal and informal. Examples include the following.
• Strategic infrastructure development to support economic growth in the city, which is
emphasised in the COVID-19 recovery plans of Ekurhuleni, Johannesburg, eThekwini and
Cape Town.
• ‘Catalytic’ projects that are place-based and often in partnership with the private sector or other
spheres of government, sometimes leveraging national incentives such as urban development
zones (UDZs) or special economic zones (SEZs).
• Incentives in the form of rates and/or consumption rebates for developers (or their tenants)
who align with specific spatial or economic objectives, or who need support to retain or
stabilise those objectives during crises – eThekwini’s incentive policy is particularly sophisticated
in its dynamism and breadth, although the impact of rates rebates on attracting investment
is contested and may conflict with short-term municipal finance objectives (eThekwini
Municipality, 2020).
• Area-based management, urban management, special ratings areas or similar initiatives,
which are approaches adopted by Cape Town, eThekwini, Nelson Mandela Bay and to some
extent Johannesburg.
• Informal economic activity support, with a particular focus on facilitating informal trade’s
contributions to local jobs and productivity capacity (addressed in more detail below).
• A focus on township economic development, which is sometimes linked to supporting informal
economic activity and sometimes treated as distinct (addressed in more detail below).

2

Public employment programmes
Cities focus on unemployment particularly among the youth, skills development either in specific
sectors (technical or digital) or for entrepreneurs, and PEPs, such as the Expanded Public Works
Programme (EPWP). The EPWP uses public sector spending and procurement as a lever for direct
inclusion in the economy. It is a low-wage opportunity that is both a “social protection measure”
(Takunda, 2016: 1) and a means of generating income, developing skills and creating public value
through, for example, maintaining public spaces (SACN, 2021).
Cities that have been the most successful in implementing the EPWP have “managed not only to
institutionalise the programme into their existing municipal structures, processes and systems, but
also to gain widespread buy-in” (ibid: 11). The importance of EPWP is elevated in cities that have a
formalised structure in place, a dedicated EPWP champion and direct reporting to the city leadership.
In contrast, cities that have not embedded the EPWP within structures and do not have dedicated
structures to support this transversal programme, have struggled to scale up the programme in terms
of numbers of people employed, directorates involved and programmes created.
Although the EPWP provides people with short-term income, more can be done to develop skills.
A potential pathway for cities is ‘micro-tasking’, which refers to digital tasks that are broken down
into subcomponents to be teachable (Ellis, 2021). For instance, cities could use EPWP workers to
collect data for service delivery standards in informal settlements, validate building heights or structure
counts, or monitor the environment and waste and traffic management. Such skills would appeal to
young people and be transferable to growth sectors of the economy, such as call centres, marketing
companies and data science fields.
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Internal geography
Local government’s core activities include determining and enforcing land-use planning and articulating landuse rights. Leveraging both can redress the structure of the economy and deliberately include economic
activities that have been previously excluded or inadequately included.
In South Africa, cities are characterised by spatial segregation, where households with little to no income live
furthest away from existing economic infrastructure. This is in part the result of an apartheid planning policy
and forced removals, and in part due to land markets and post-apartheid housing policies that put low-income
housing on the cheapest land. The consequence is that workers have high transport costs in relation to their
wages and travel long distances: “[A]n eight-hour shift becomes an 11-hour shift for which net pay is only six
hours [which] implies an effective tax rate of 45% on low-income, formal-sector workers”.12 This drives many
people to prefer something closer to home, but the options are limited due to the varieties of available markets,
skill sets and infrastructure (Charman et al., 2020).
Cities have an opportunity to interact with their respective internal geographies in a way that enables the
township economy to thrive and improves the integration of the informal trade into formal value chains and
subsequent markets.

Township economic development
In recent years, a plethora of projects has emerged aimed at developing township economies and building
capacities. Gauteng has developed the Gauteng Township Economic Development Bill and is promoting
township-linked, multi-tier SEZs (GPG, 2021). New formal entities (a fund in the Bill) and the SEZ model
bring dedicated resourcing and capacity, but also add to an already vast network of agencies and institutions
in the province. Strong governance, transparency and accountability will be needed to ensure they do
not become vehicles for rent seeking.13 The EDP and HSRC (2019) identified 37 organisations working on
township development in the Western Cape and Cape Town, covering areas such as urban management
and placemaking; enterprise support and business development; skills development and education; policy
development, advocacy and research; and intergovernmental capacity-building and coordination.
Despite all this attention, township environments display few signals of change. Micro-developers are emerging in
areas where there is title deed transfer and/or enablement by positive upzoning (such as City of Cape Town’s asof-right third dwelling policy), but even this trend is not without issues of regularisation and potential displacement
(Scheba & Turok, 2020). A key issue is poor regulation and policy environments, with township development
being hampered by the oscillation “between laissez-faire neglect and enforcement of punitive regulations, which
creates uncertainty and opportunities for abuse” (ibid: 1).
Projects on the ground in cities remain limited, while those in informal trading areas and precincts tend to be
planned from the top down, without proper engagement with locals, resulting in underuse and neglect (EDP
& HSRC, 2019). For example, Nelson Mandela Bay identified Njoli Square, as a potential mixed-use precinct
to be developed through a public-private partnership. However, 10 years after the project started, with the
relocation of 72 families, the site remains vacant waiting for co-investment.

12 Hausmann, R. 2013. The Logic of the Informal Economy. Project Syndicate. Available online: https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/the-logic-of-the-informal-economy-by-ricardo-hausmann?barrier=accesspay
13 https://www.wits.ac.za/media/wits-university/faculties-and-schools/-engineering-and-the-built-environment/research-entities/cubes/documents/Comments%20
on%20the%20Gauteng%20Townships%20Economy%20Bill%20031120%20.pdf
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The institutional hype around township development has not yet led to significant resources being
directed towards townships themselves, and all the research, thinking and talking have had little
impact on the ground.

Informal trade
“The informal sector is mostly a consequence of the fact that people are largely disconnected from
modern production networks.”14 Informal sector work is determined by both limited market opportunities
and barriers in pathways to formality. Informal sector workers are engaged in retail and trade (40%),
manufacturing (16.1%), construction (15.4%), transport (10.9%), finance (8.9%) and community and
social services (8%) (Stats SA, 2019). Of the nine cities, Buffalo City has the highest percentage (22%)
of people employed in non-agricultural informal work, followed closely by Johannesburg (21%), while
Tshwane (10%) and Cape Town (12%) have a relatively small informal sector.

2

Informal or street traders are a specific type of informal business that is location-specific and relies on
access to foot traffic. Cities can support the informal sector by including informal traders in decisionmaking processes, providing infrastructure, assisting with diversity of products and services, creating
suitable trading spaces, and providing training, services and skills development (SALGA & SERI, 2018).
The most common (and least effective) intervention by local government is to support informal traders
through training (LGSETA, 2020).
Despite recognising the importance of the informal sector, cities sometimes view “informal traders
as an annoyance” and “a way of evading taxes and regulations” and cannot ignore complaints from
formal businesses and ratepayers (Pillay & Govender, 2020: 40). City economic departments or subcouncils are often called upon to mediate in conflict between neighbouring formal businesses and
street traders who are blamed for poor urban management because they do not have access to good
infrastructure (ibid). Yet access to infrastructure and services not only contributes to the growth of
informal enterprises but also “helps keep streets attractive, hygienic, safe and clean for all users of the
street, not just traders” (Matjomane & Koma, 2020: 63). In Mitchells Plain, Cape Town, after extensive
deliberations with the informal traders, the municipality allocated trading spaces that were locationally
competitive, resulting in less congestion and more pedestrian traffic (Pillay & Govender, 2020).
Cities can enable bottom-up initiatives, as in the case of the African Traders Organisation (ATO) at ‘The
Piles’ market near Park Station in Johannesburg (Matjomane & Koma, 2020). Traders came together to
find a solution to their infrastructure, cleaning and security needs, including patrolling services. Initially
the patrols caused some conflict with the Johannesburg Metro Police Department (JMPD) and the
South African Police Service (SAPS) who felt that the ATO was “stepping on their mandate”, but after
much negotiation, the three parties agreed on a collaborative patrolling system (ibid: 70). The presence
of patrols has resulted in fewer petty crimes and an improved image of the street market.
The research shows the benefits of engaging meaningfully with informal traders before decisions are
taken, but the ‘clean-up’ operations seen in several metros suggest that street trading is still viewed
through a law enforcement, not an economic development, lens.

14 Hausmann, R. 2013. The Logic of the Informal Economy. Project Syndicate. Available online: https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/the-logic-of-the-informal-economy-by-ricardo-hausmann?barrier=accesspay
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Infrastructure and city services
A city’s property markets are influenced not only by land use planning and land use rights, but also by
improved infrastructure and consistent supply of quality services. The highest valued asset that many
poor households might own on their lifetime is their formal housing. Households are able to increase
their incomes by leveraging this asset, through mechanisms such as backyard rentals or possibly
setting up a home-based enterprise. As noted below, household incomes have largely stagnated,
and so cities should consider ways to support households in leveraging housing to generate income,
especially in the face of low employment rates and barriers to entry in formal markets.

Housing and affordability
Eight of the nine cities (excluding Msunduzi) are home to over half (57%) of South Africa’s total formal
residential property market. Between 2008 and 2019, the number of high-end properties in these cities
grew faster than the number of entry or affordable properties, which are properties valued at below
R600,000. These properties made up 74% of the residential market in 2008 but just 55% in 2019,
whereas during the same period, luxury properties valued at over R1.2-million increased by more than
100% (CAHF & CSP, 2020). The decline in availability of affordable housing since 2014 poses a serious
challenge to lower-income households in cities (ibid).
In 2018, informal housing accounted for about 20% of all housing in four of the nine cities15
SEE CITY DASHBOARDS . Although few comparators are available for the informal housing market
across the nine cities, a study of the backyard rental sector in eight neighbourhoods across Cape
Town found that rentals average between R440 and R1,590 per month (Isandla Institute, 2021).
The rental cost was influenced by location (e.g., close to transport links) and social factors,
such as the relationship between the landlord and tenant, as well as affordability. Both tenants
and landlords spend most of their income on rent/bond costs, food and transport, followed by
electricity, medicine and clothing (ibid).
In South African cities, “household incomes are stagnating for all but the wealthiest”, while “cities
continue to experience above-inflation increases in some of their key cost drivers, notably salaries
and bulk purchases” (SACN, 2020: 55). Despite efforts by most cities to manage the costs of services,
municipal services are unaffordable for many, especially poorer households (SACN, 2020).
As mentioned earlier, a productive city is one in which most people earn a reasonable income. A
reasonable income implies that it is sufficient to cover the costs of living in the city, which include costs
related to municipal services, housing, transport, food, and personal services. In 2019, salaries, wages
and commission were the main source of income for 64.2% of households living in metropolitan areas
(Stats SA, 2019). The real median incomes for those earning a salary vary across metros: in 2017, the
average monthly income was just over R11,000 for Johannesburg and below R6,000 for Buffalo City
(CSP, 2021).

15 Buffalo City (23.3%), Johannesburg (21.7%), Ekurhuleni (19.9%) and Cape Town (19.3%). In the remaining five cities, informal housing made up between
6.1% (Nelson Mandela Bay) and 16.8% (Tshwane) of housing.
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‘Stacking’ the levers: Governance and economic levers
Cities need to work with many different role players, across government spheres, the private sector
and civil society, at various spatial and institutional scales. The IUDF views local government as
governance that involves all of society in achieving economic and social development. A coordinated
approach is need to use the levers to enable inclusive economic growth. ‘Stacking’ the levers refers
to multiple actors coming together in cooperative structures to collaborate around economic levers. It
recognises that interventions are needed well beyond the above reform processes and that efforts to
collaborate on the economy are established at different levels, as illustrated in Table 2.

TABLE 2: Economic development cooperative structures
TYPE

FUNCTION

EXAMPLES

2

To manage the spatial organisation of a specific
area in an efficient manner through planning,
developing and managing land and assets of an
area for specific outcomes

Subcouncil and urban management projects; area
forums and committees; special ratings areas, such as
city improvement districts; SEZs (see Atlantis);
area-based partnership, special purpose vehicles
(SPVs) or agencies; community land trusts; district
holding companies and joint ventures (see Bridge City)

Labour market
support

To support job seekers with improving their access to
work, through match-making functions and workforce
development programmes

Partnerships with social providers, jobs funds and
EPWP

Business
associations

To represent businesses in policy-making processes
and support business-to-business networking,
sometimes assisting to mobilise resources from the
private sector

These can be organised around a community, a city,
national level, demographics or issues.

To drive innovation and investment within specific
targeted sectors, coordinate research and
investment promotion, and develop human resource
programmes for those sectors

Craft and Design Institute, Invest Durban, Trade &
Investment KZN, Gauteng Growth and Development
Agency (GGDA), Eastern Cape Development Corporation,
Wesgro, GreenCape, Cape Innovation and Technology
Initiative and Blue IQ Infrastructure Gauteng

Integrated planning
and intermediaries

To facilitate, broker and innovate, by bringing
together diverse role players and providing
dedicated capacity for governing these relationships
by building the capacity to plan, implement and
monitor integrated initiatives

GGDA, Mandela Bay Development Agency (MBDA) and
Western Cape EDP

Education and
technical transfer

To connect role players in the education sector with
business, to align workforce development with
sector uptake pipelines and to connect research and
development initiatives with the business sector to
take to market

Several in each province, for example: Cape Higher
Education Consortium (CHEC) and university-based
technology transfer offices

To coordinate technical capacity building, drive
knowledge production and learning, and identify
areas for policy and legislature reform

SACN, SALGA, GCRO, CSP, United Kingdom Foreign,
Commonwealth and Development Office (UKFCDO),
CSIR, MILE, Growing Gauteng Together 2030 (GGT2030),
KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Planning Commission
(KZNPPC) and public sector economists’ forum

To influence global urban agendas and bring resources
for local cities in line with local city strategies

C40 Climate Leadership Group (C40), Future Cities and
various twinning agreements & mayors’ platforms

Place-based

Sector SPVs,
trade and
promotion agencies

Building state
capability, research
and learning and
driving policy and
legislature reform
Global networks
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STACKING THE LEVERS: CITY CASE STUDIES
In light of the reflections on economic levers and examples of the different economic development
cooperative structures in place across the cities, the following two case studies demonstrate how role
players come together (with varying degrees of success) to apply their regulatory mandates, fiscal
powers and incentives, assets and relationships to a targeted spatial area.

Bridge City – eThekwini
The Inanda, Ntuzuma and KwaMashu (INK) area consists of formal residential townships and informal
settlements and is “the second largest agglomeration of poor neighbourhoods in South Africa” with
high unemployment, poverty and crime, and inadequate physical infrastructure. In 2001, the area was
identified as a critical urban development node and presidential lead project.16
Bridge City is a multi-billion rand, mixed-use development located 17 kilometres from the Durban city
centre. It is a new town centre that connects the communities of Phoenix with INK and the broader city
by providing access to public transport and opportunities for work, travel, shopping and business.17
The development extends over 60 hectares and includes a R100-million underground train terminus
(part of the Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa’s (PRASA’s) modernisation programme) from which
passengers emerge into the Bridge City Shopping Centre (68 000m2).
The precinct includes connections to the eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality’s GoDurban! Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) C3 corridor route (stations complete although buses not yet operational) and various
other developments, such as a regional health facility (the Dr Pixley ka Isaka Seme Memorial Hospital),
a magistrates’ court and areas zoned for commercial offices. It further includes a 13-hectare business
and light industrial estate, which is being marketed to private developers.
The development is a public-private partnership between Tongaat-Hulett and the municipality via
the Effingham Development Joint Venture (EDJV). It represents a significant collaboration between
multiple government role players (PRASA, the provincial government and the municipality) to leverage
land assets, planning powers, infrastructure budgets, transport services and leadership and vision. At
its core, it represents aligned financial interests, through the land-value capture mandate of PRASA,
the rates-generation potential of the development as well as shareholding value of the joint venture
between the municipality and Tongaat-Hulett.
The economic actors include:
• eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality: land, land packaging and zoning; infrastructure/bulk
services; GoDurban! stations
• KZN Province: land and infrastructure (development of a provincial hospital)
• PRASA: land and infrastructure (existing station)
• Private sector: capabilities for development, marketing and tenanting

16 http://www.durban.gov.za/City_Government/Administration/Area_Based_Management/INK/Pages/INK_Introduction.aspx
17 https://www.bridgecity.co.za/
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2

FIGURE 4: Layout of Bridge City

Source: www.bridgecity.co.za

Community involvement
In the early planning stages of Bridge City, there was a lack of any real engagement with communities,
and no clear structures were created to ensure consistent and representative participation. Some
community members were not aware of the development, while others indicated some engagement
took place during the planning phase, and a few said that engagements occurred only after the
planning phase.
The relatively low level of organisation within the communities meant that the EDJV had difficulty
identifying INK stakeholder representatives when the implementation phase began. Therefore, a steering
committee was established, to inform and monitor the construction of the precinct. This committee
brought together representatives from local government (councillors), business, religious organisations,
civic associations, minibus taxi associations, contractors, investors, as well as community members
and organisations. However, these representatives were largely silent, and questions were also raised
around whether the community members involved were representing the community’s interests or
their own interests. The high turnover in representatives also resulted in the steering committee being
unable to convene as required.
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Advantages and disadvantages for the community
The development benefits the INK community in the following ways:
• Easy access to goods and services at the shopping centre, as residents no longer have to
travel long distances at their own expense and in their own time.
• Jobs for community members. In the early stages of the development, 90% of people
working at the shopping centre were locals, predominantly the youth (Nomathemba, 2012).
• Transport, health and civic infrastructure, as well as planned gap and social housing.
However, although local residents benefit as consumers and employers, the precinct provides
limited further economic opportunities and has had a negative impact on local informal traders.
In 2012, most of the low-level, unspecialised positions at the shopping centre were occupied by
people from the INK communities, whereas most of the managerial and supervisory positions,
and centre tenants, business owners or investors were from outside the local community
(Table 3). The development also led to informal traders being displaced from the original PRASA
station, without being offered any alternative accommodation within the new town centre.
Informal traders in the INK community also suffered, and many went out of business.

TABLE 3: Community involvement in the Bridge City Shopping Centre (2012)
CATEGORY

INK COMMUNITY

OTHER COMMUNITY

Owners

10%

90%

Renters

30%

70%

Senior supervisors

60%

40%

Workers

90%

10%
Source: Adapted from Nomathemba (2012)

INK community members do not appear interested in investing in the Bridge City project, which
may be due to affordability and skills issues (ibid). In response, the EDJV is developing more
inclusive financial models, but no capacity development processes are in place to improve local
business development and mitigate investment constraints. There is also a need to work with
tenants to ensure that skills are developed internally and that local residents are hired.
Over the long term, the INK community will not benefit from Bridge City unless measures are
taken to ensure real engagement and partnership with local communities, and greater economic
inclusion. The risk is that the new town centre will simply become a rates-collection island
for the municipality, instead of contributing to the economic upliftment of local communities.
The widespread unrest and looting in July 2021, which caused about R1-billion in damages to
Bridge City,18 raises questions about the extent to which the development has contributed to
social cohesion and economic development in the community, and whether the lack of cohesion
contributed to the unrest and related damages, suggesting that real community engagement
will be central to the development’s future sustainability.

18 Dlamini, X. “Doors to looted Durban mall expected to reopen after 8 months – centre manager”, Highway Mail, 20 July 2021. https://highwaymail.co.za/445250/doors-to-looted-durban-mall-expected-to-reopen-after-8-months-centre-manager/
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Atlantis Special Economic Zone – Cape Town
Atlantis is a town 54 kilometres from the centre of Cape Town established by the apartheid
government in the 1970s as an industrial site at the city’s edge for evicted coloured communities.
The town received various apartheid-era government incentives, including relocation tax credits,
low-cost loans for land and buildings, company tax incentives and worker housing (Stafford, 2005).
At its peak in 1985, Atlantis was home to 119 manufacturing enterprises contributing 8 859
manufacturing jobs, which were well below expectations (ibid). When incentives ceased in the
mid- to late-1980s, factories moved out of the town, and unemployment, poverty and crime
skyrocketed.
The Atlantis SEZ (ASEZ) is located in the town’s industrial area and aims to boost manufacturing,
create jobs and reduce poverty. It is dedicated to green technology manufacturing and services,
and welcomes businesses involved in wind power, solar power, insulation, biofuels, electric
vehicles, materials recycling and green building materials. To date, the ASEZ has attracted
about R700-million in private investments and created approximately 312 new jobs. The biggest
investor, Gestamp Renewable Industries, employs 295 staff of whom 80–85% are Atlantis
residents. The ultimate goal is to create 3000 direct jobs by 2030 and attract investment of
about R4.4-billion.

2

The ASEZ is a collaboration between government (the City of Cape Town, the Western
Cape Government, and the national Department of Trade, Industry and Competition (DTIC));
GreenCape, a non-profit special purpose vehicle supporting the development of a regional
green economy; and Wesgro, the tourism, trade and investment promotion agency for Cape
Town and the Western Cape.
The economic actors include:
• City of Cape Town: land, planning powers, infrastructure budgets and energy supply
guarantee
• Western Cape Government: infrastructure budgets
• Department of Trade and Industry: SEZ designation and related incentives
• GreenCape: market intelligence and domain knowledge
• Wesgro: investment facilitation and promotion
• Private sector: additional incentives available to specific firms and forward linkages to
independent power production and similar green economy programmes

Community involvement
The communities of Atlantis and nearby Mamre and Witsand are key collaborators and partners
in the ASEZ. In October 2017, the DTIC held extensive public consultations and received
overwhelming support to establish the SEZ, which was launched in December 2018. In 2019,
the ASEZ community stakeholder network was formed as a conduit between local community
members and the ASEZ, with the mandates to hold the ASEZ accountable and to ensure that
the Atlantis community benefits from economic and skills development opportunities, including
jobs. The network comprises representatives from Atlantis, Mamre and Witsand across different
sectors: business, education, labour unions, the informal economy, faith-based organisations,
civic organisations and marginalised and vulnerable social groups (women and people with
disabilities, cultural and traditional groups).
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Advantages and disadvantages for the community
Communities benefit in various ways:
• Jobs in businesses located within the ASEZ. In addition, the ASEZ project office
recruited three women interns from Atlantis who successfully transitioned into permanent
appointments.
• Opportunities for local SMMEs to supply businesses within the ASEZ.
• Youth skills development, to ensure that local skills are able to meet the needs of
industries located in the ASEZ. This includes training, mentoring, exposure, and
participation in the annual Renewable Energy Challenge and career expo. In addition,
since 2016, a high-school tutoring programme has supported more than 300 learners to
gain access to tertiary opportunities.
• Skills development and training programmes for adults. These include training in solar
photovoltaic (PV) systems for people from Atlantis and surrounds, digital literacy, teacher
support and a dedicated supplier development programme for local small, medium and
micro enterprises (SMMEs).
• Improved infrastructure, including the upgrade of the power supply, fibre connectivity and
MyCiTi transport links.
The ASEZ community stakeholder network is an innovative ‘soft’ governance mechanism
that fosters shared rationales and the consensus needed for the emergence of a different
development pathway (Grant et al., 2019: 6). However, the assumption that inclusive processes
will result in inclusive growth may not be enough to “lift the poor out of poverty with local
community consultation” and build the “broader trust and support for the green transition among
the disconnected poor” (ibid: 8). The links between production (industries) and consumption
(workers/people in townships and informal settlements) need to be better understood, and
“specific transition policies for workers and the population of Atlantis” put in place (ibid).

Lessons from cities
The case studies above highlight the interplay between governance, productivity and inclusion,
and provide learnings that might result in continued improvement in the quality of and impact on
similar projects. Lessons include the impact of power on collaborations and how mutual interest
and accountability reinforce the governance process. The case studies reiterate the importance
of economic data, emphasising that economic intelligence can demystify local economies as a
whole, especially those parts of the economy that are perceived to be at the fringes, such as the
informal economy. Lastly, the case studies confirm that inclusion takes time.

The risk of power imbalances
Varying sets of rules within different spheres of government can be used to develop inclusive
economies in cities; for instance, through “giving rights and policing the negative”,19 or a “silence
is consent” approach (National Treasury, 2019). This latter approach is limiting, as being able
to pursue economic activity legally is perhaps not a binding constraint for the survivalist trader

19 Adams, Ashraf, CEO: Nelson Mandela Development Agency (NMDA). 04 August 2021, Virtual interview
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but is important for traders who want to grow their business through investing in improved
infrastructure (Charman et al., 2020). However, due to South Africa’s history, these rule-based
dynamics are not seen through an economic-constraint lens only, but are also experienced as
a power dynamic, an expression of state power over the township-based business, which can
also serve to further advantage the shopping mall developer or retailer (ibid).
Developments are not about the physical construction only but also about representation
and inclusion. Bridge City is an example of a ‘township mega project’ that is tantalising given
the urgent need for development, but also carries the classic risks of mega projects within a
context of extreme power imbalances. Dominant, vertically integrated retailers (supermarkets)
or large firms are likely to represent leakage from township economies; and, although bringing
development closer to INK partially addresses the spatial issues, the risk is that Bridge City
creates an ‘island within a sea’. Therefore, ways in which Bridge City could improve integration
need to be found, such as by developing local production capacity through enterprise and
supplier development programmes led by large retailers or firms occupying Bridge City.

2

The importance of mutual interest and accountability
The Bridge City case study demonstrates a model in which PRASA’s modernisation and landvalue capture interests and eThekwini’s transit-oriented development approach were able to be
aligned. Both role players were able to benefit and actually implement a successful development
around a train station (other redevelopments at PRASA stations in Durban include the retail and
commercial development at Isipingo).
Business facilitation should preferably be targeted at specific places, sectors and development/
investment processes, where there is also mutual accountability, such as Bridge City or the Cape
Town Energy Forum. Business engagement needs to include transparency, direct engagements
with firms, and commitments that create public value, not just increased profit (Hausmann, 2015).

Lack of spatial economic intelligence
Collaboration, in order to share data and analytical capacity, is important. After years of
investment in relationships, some collaboration is taking place. Research such as the CSP
spatialised economic data, especially when read with analyses from other programmes, is
starting to produce diagnostic frames that have not been seen before. This type of deep-dive
research, providing enterprise-level insights into the formal and informal economies, enables
cities to understand which strategies are working, which parts of the economy are under strain,
what the root causes are and, ultimately, who might be disproportionately affected.

Inclusion takes time and cannot be top-down
When role players come together, they often achieve meaningful implementation, but it may
take a long time. Both the Atlantis SEZ and Bridge City case studies were in conceptualisation
for a decade, and it will be years before full uptake of the land is achieved. Furthermore, while
both examples are to be lauded for their efforts to ‘bring development to workers’, they both
represent large, formal infill developments. It is harder to find projects where economic actors
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leverage their respective roles to (re)develop spaces in decline or underdeveloped areas with
complex sets of existing users and interests, although recommendations on where to start in
these contexts do exist.20 Both projects are relatively passive, leaving the actual mechanisms of
inclusion to the market, based on the match between the capability of the work seeker and the
work provider, rather than investing in ensuring that labour is sought from local communities.
A common weakness is the inability to engage and enrol communities directly in township
development, which is due to institutional capabilities, a lack of clear responsibility and
measurement linked to participation, as well as a belief that consultation “can disrupt plans,
undermine assumptions and create new demands for service delivery” (Turok & Charman, 2021:
2). The complexities of the township environment defy the top-down planning process, which
requires an orderliness and long-term planning ability. What is needed is an approach that can
quickly assess current realities and implement specific interventions in specific locations (Turok
& Charman, 2021).

Dual approach to the informal sector
Most cities take a dual approach to working with informality, regulating informality out of the
“formal, developed areas” through enforcing bylaws, and adopting a “silence is consent”
approach to townships, with the application of some bylaws (Charman et al., 2020). City
governments have multiple touch points with individual informal businesses: through
permitting offices, law enforcement (for bylaw infringements), health and safety (training
programmes and enforcement), licensing processes (in the early childhood development, food,
or transport sectors), social development (for participation in various training programmes and
community events) and economic development (for research projects, trader summits, training
programmes, permitting, etc.). Despite this, the informal sector often lacks a single formal
institutional mechanism for inclusion and, as a result, may feel unfairly targeted, displaced or
excluded from development processes (ibid). To ensure direct inclusion of this more vulnerable
group, concepts of power and voice in planning and implementing large projects need to be
considered more carefully.
Given the multiplicity of cooperative structures in the LED landscape, the context for nonprofessionalised civil society actors or unorganised informal sector actors to gain representation
and participation appears complex and difficult to navigate. One option may be through what
the EDP termed ‘partnering readiness’, which is a process that equips individual groups to
organise themselves and to create a voice and the capacity to be represented formally in the
processes; for example, establishing an area-based informal or small business forum prior to
the arrival of a new development, with adequate training on inclusion mechanisms distinct from
more destructive forms of gatekeeping.

20 For example, the work by Charman et al. (2021)
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CONCLUSION
Governing for productive cities in contemporary South Africa means governing in a context of
‘continual shock’ (as evidenced by the unrest of July 2021). There is a need to control against
corruption and to create a regulatory environment to serve and mediate the competing interests
of a dual economy through mechanisms of inclusion and transmission of gains. However, in
this context, pre-determined, compliance-driven, implementation-ready projects are likely to
come at the cost of comprehensive collaboration. The result may be projects that successfully
implement and achieve clean audits, but do not achieve the maximum impacts in terms of
inclusive outcomes and acceptance by communities.

2

Inclusive economic growth is urgent. Instances of economic growth in cities have not always
resulted in significant gains in permanent employment opportunities or meaningful improvements
in equality. Furthermore, it may be convenient to limit reporting on the economy to the GDP
only, but this tells an incomplete story, especially in the case of South African cities where
most citizens are poor, disadvantaged and excluded from participating in and benefiting from
improvements in the GDP. Increasing access to economic data and improving the capacity
for analytics production may enable a more holistic story to be articulated, thereby enabling
economic actors to work collaboratively towards positive interventions and providing all-ofsociety with the tools to hold cities to account.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Governance: Economic actors in the city
Good relationships and trust among the range of actors that are engaged in economic decisionmaking are essential, especially in times of crisis. Cities should incorporate emergency allocations
in municipal budgets and prepare for the eventuality of introducing fiscal and tax stimulus
measures to ensure business continuity and social security during crises; for example, financial
incentives and commitments to companies to prevent layoffs, or the ability to redirect budgets
to respond to other impacts of crises. One risk of working cooperatively is blurred accountability
(Kamara, 2021); for instance, the Gauteng Township Economic Development Bill was criticised
for not offering clear obligations for different role players. As economic development actors
are learning new ways of working cooperatively and of driving inclusive productivity, there is
a need for increased monitoring, evaluation and learning to adapt and improve on both theory
and practice (ibid). This is no easy feat. However, intermediaries such as the Western Cape EDP
have developed tools to support collaboration in these spaces.21

21 https://wcedp.co.za/partnering-framework/
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Productivity: Evidence-based approaches to productivity
Cities that invest in good financial and economic data systems and capabilities will be
better equipped to model and understand potential scenarios for the short- and long-term
impacts of crises, shocks or disruptions to their economy, residents and businesses. Data,
evidence, research and learning have become sites of collaboration for metros and other
intergovernmental actors. The work produced from data-sharing cooperation between National
Treasury, SARS, cities and specialist deep-dive survey projects, especially when read together
with analysis from other programmes in similar fields, could produce diagnostic frames that
have not been seen before. This type of enterprise-level insight into both formal and informal
economies could be very helpful for understanding which strategies are (or are not) working,
which parts of the economy are under strain, what the root causes are and, ultimately, who
might be disproportionately affected.

Economic inclusion: Using economic levers as pathways
Clearer pathways for inclusion are needed where “local aggregators and marketing structures”
are used to create a competitive platform for local entrepreneurs (Cawe, 2021). Levers that
could be combined here include land-use planning (for example, focusing on the ‘finer grain’,
by emphasising smaller businesses), and potential technology angles, such as creating a
currency based on state grants redeemable only at certain local/small-scale retailers (ibid).
Innovative cities could go further by allowing this currency to be traded for city-related services.
Representation is more than merely participating in planning and project processes through
formal and informal structures (Criado-Perez, 2019) and ensures direct representation through
the diversity of teams working on projects and involved in decision-making. Furthermore,
representation in data is important to minimise gaps in policy-making, or biased decisionmaking and planning (ibid). Emergent practices in South African cities are compiling a more
complete picture of local economies, including the representation of township, informal and
women actors in economic data. These practices could potentially ensure that policies and
plans are more context-appropriate and targeted.
Access to finance is a barrier to entrepreneurship in townships. The large banks consider
township-based entrepreneurs to be high risk and do not offer competitive products to this
market, whereas the cost of finance from smaller lenders can be prohibitive. Cities could facilitate
access to alternative funding streams (such as those suggested in the Gauteng Township
Economies Bill), or work to convince traditional lenders that their risk ratings are incorrect, as
Brixton residents did regarding home loans (Haferburg & Huchzermeyer, 2017).
For township development to occur, decision-makers within city governments need to be far
more committed to driving policy and regulatory changes, and to redirecting infrastructure and
other resources at programmatic and not just project levels.
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